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HOW  HO R RO R  F I L MS 
H E L P  P EO P L E  CO P E

b y  A m a n d a  N i c h o l s o n

Horror movies are often overlooked and considered less important than films 
in other genres. However, the genre’s popularity never wanes for too long. 

One reason for this is that people, whether they realize it or not, use it as a coping 
mechanism.

Some of the best horror takes a real-life scenario but magnifies it, playing on 
people’s fears and relating to them in a way only horror can. Viewers can tell 
themselves their own problems aren’t so bad in comparison, and they can also feel 
like they are being represented through the characters.

One example of this is the Purge franchise. The premise of having one night a 
year where people can commit crimes and go unpunished sounds like something 
that could never happen, but it’s a terrifying prospect and may be an accurate 
representation of how society would unravel.

In The First Purge (2018) some people respond to this new idea by having a 
street party, but of course, many others go far beyond that. In the Purge mov-
ies, people commit murder for fun, financial or political gain or to settle a score. 
The deterioration of people’s morals or integrity is a common trope, often seen in 
zombie movies and television shows. When it is seen in scenarios where people 
carry on their lives as normal the rest of the year, it highlights the inequality and 
gives people a voice, showing just how different things are for people from under-
represented backgrounds, compared to those who have all the power.

Despite the problems and prejudice people face, horror helps viewers to cope by 
giving them a form of escapism.

If you’ve ever watched a horror movie and yelled at the protagonist for running 
up the stairs when they should be running out of the house, or for trusting the 
wrong person who is clearly the murderer, you can feel a little more prepared for 
a worst-case scenario, already having an idea of what you would do to survive. It 
may not be a realistic view that would work if put into practice, but it reduces our 
fears.



In 2020, many of us were afraid of COVID-19 and what it would mean for 
us to catch it, particularly if we already had a pre-existing health condition. Yet, 
many people watched horror while confined to their homes. Some of these even 
watched movies or read books about viruses killing large chunks of the popula-
tion. This trend could be an example of feeling comforted by a worst-case scenario 
and knowing that COVID-19, despite being serious, may not be as drastic.

According to Slash Film, 2002 was another popular year for horror, following 
9/11 in 2001. That incident left a lot of people feeling helpless and overwhelmed. 
It might seem like they would turn to comedy to avoid more trauma, but perhaps 
horror was a place they felt more able to work through their feelings. The Ring 
remake and 28 Days Later were just two of the horror movies of 2002 branching 
into different subgenres.

Horror plays an important part in processing the world around us and finding 
ways to cope. Some may think it desensitizes us, but it can make us more aware of 
how much worse things could be and provides a safe place to discuss some of the 
darker things in life. U

https://www.slashfilm.com/725380/the-12-best-years-in-horror-movies/


MU S I C

DIES IRAE – This is the story of the four most 
ominous notes in the soundtrack world. My 
journey to these notes began with Wendy 
Carlos’s brilliant work on The Shining. They’re 
the first thing we hear as soon as the movie 
opens. They’re deep, haunting and absolutely 
set the tone of the movie that follows.

Those four notes are from an almost 
800-year-old Gregorian chant known as “Dies 
Irae” (Day of Wrath) and honestly that whole 
song just conveys dread. Which is awesome 
and exactly why I’m telling you about it now. 
That four-note opening phrase is so weighty 
it almost seems to have curved musical his-
tory around it. To the point where, now, they 
appear almost every time a foreboding phrase 
is needed.

The Shining  isn’t even Carlos’s first use 
of the notes. That’s in  A Clockwork Orange, 
which famously begins with a synth version 
of Henry Purcell’s “Funeral of Queen Mary” 
where the “Dies Irae” notes are folded in as 

the camera pans back. But then, too, The Shin-
ing isn’t even my first exposure to these notes. 
It’s there when Luke mourns his aunt and 
uncle. It’s there when Scar attempts to murder 
Simba.

And I’m not the only one who began to hear 
it everywhere. Musicologist Alex Ludwig has 
tracked over 200 usages of the “Dies Irae” that 
span almost 100 years. It seems like within 20 
years of music being directly tied to film that 
the “Dies Irae” had arrived and would remain 
for the rest of time.

The “Dies Irae” is not the ear worm that a 
commercial jingle is. It’s intensely moody. But 
once you hear it you feel something, often 
dread. Its notes feel as though they’ll sum-
mon shadows in fully lit rooms. It’s the kind 
of sound you’d expect to portend an eclipse. 
And now, hopefully it’s something you’ll begin 
to notice as Ludwig and I have.

– DAVID SHIMOMURA



MU S I C

PLAYLIST

“Main Title (The Shining),” by Wendy 
Carlos, Rachel Elkind

“Funeral of Queen Mary (From “A Clock-
work Orange”),” by Hollywood Sym-
phony Orchestra

“The Return Home,” by John Williams, 
London Symphony Orchestra

“Edith’s Theme,” by Fernando Velazquez
“Making Christmas,” by The Citizens of 
Halloween, Danny Elfman

“A Conspiracy Unmasked,” by Howard 
Shore

“The Overlook,” by The Newton Brothers

“Dies Irae,” by Elliot Goldenthal

“Prelude: The Ballad of Sweeney Todd,” by 
Stephen Sondheim, Len Cariou

“Open the Door,” by Ludwig Goransson

“Dies irae psichedelico - Versione lunga,” 
by Ennio Morricone

“Prologue and Main Title (From “Cruise 
Into Terror”), by Gerald Fried 

LISTEN ON SPOTIFY

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/0UrIAREX1bN8QEMyTqMOHX?si=3a7ad2cc95774e83


DEATH by LANDSCAPE – In her recent essay 
collection Death by Landscape, published by 
Soft Skull Press, sci-fi author Elvia Wilk writes 
about fiction as if it is a sensory organ. It’s a 
lot like using your fingertips to learn how the 
base of your skull connects to the top of your 
neck when we choose to read or write fiction, 
but you’re studying the connection between 
the virtual and the actual instead, learning 
what can be considered real is more than just 
what is material. 

For Wilk, fiction is a medium that makes 
the complexity of enormous systems grasp-
able. There are stories that allow us to “become 
aware of our interconnectedness even as we 
pay attention to the inequalities that divide 
us.” In one essay Wilk points to “flatten the 
curve!,” an idea from the early times of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, as an example of fic-
tion used in this way because it helped to 
create an understanding of a relationship 
between individuals and the virus, a culture 
and each other. As a writer of ecocritical sci-
ence fiction, Wilk’s book demonstrates her 
strong belief in this way of seeing, or insight 
obtained through fiction, as it imparts an 
important lesson by revealing that the true 

extent of our bodies reaches beyond the grasp 
of just our fingertips. 

The thirteen essays collected here, compris-
ing subjects as diverse as medieval mysticism 
and contemporary trauma, live action role-
playing games, hashtags and utopias, non-
human intelligence, eroticism, and forgotten 
science-fiction, appear to testify to this disqui-
eting fact: our bodies are intimately entangled 
with others in an ecology comprised of ideas, 
non-humans and othered beings, and bodies 
of ineffably weirder natures. Taken as a whole, 
Death by Landscape depicts what Wilk terms 
the “bleed,” or “the mechanisms by which a 
story (my story) seeps into reality” that are 
“not likely straightforward or directional’’ and 
“creepier than I can ever know.” 

It seemed to me that each essay has Wilk 
testing whether fiction could help humans 
alive in the Anthropocene recognize when a 
bleed between stories and bodies is starting 
or when one has already occurred long ago. 
Whether fiction can do this, I think, is depen-
dent on the bravery of readers and writers 
to respond to the eroticism of blood and the 
responsibility of bleeding for others.

– Braden Timss 

B O O K S



EXHALATION – Ted Chiang’s 2019 collec-
tion goes deeper and into more science than 
his previous collection, Stories of Your Life and 
Others. These provocative stories serve more 
as philosophy than necessarily as narratives – 
Chiang has said his views on science fiction 
are quite rigid and technology oriented, and 
that shows here. But, in my opinion, that’s a 
good thing. Anecdotal philosophers like Dan-
iel Dennett have a lot of value as we think 
about technology. Fans of Exhalation might 
also check out Dennett’s Intuition Pumps. 

– Caroline Delbert

B O O K S

DICK FIGHT ISLAND – Is this a manga about 
a man who comes from an island where they 
choose their next leader by basically having 
very competitive No-Nut-November with 
very fancy cock armor? Yes. Is it still a pretty 
sweet romance manga? Also yes.

– Amanda Hudgins

A MASTER of DJINN – P. Djèlí Clark’s first 
full-length novel is a mixed bag. Overall I 
enjoyed the excellent world-building of a ste-
ampunk anti-colonialist Cairo, and the little 
references to the short stories and novella of 
the Dead Djinn series, but . . . the pacing of the 
novel was quite poor. As well, Fatma, the main 
detective, is a very inconsistent character for 
the sake of the plot. Despite having saved the 
world from an otherworldly invasion previ-
ously and working for an agency that is con-
cerned with everything paranormal, she often 
seems unrealistically doubtful of the miracles 
and phenomena she encounters during her 
investigation. This would be fine if she were 
meant to be a Watson-type character, but she’s 
got a reputation for being considered one of 
her detective agency’s geniuses. 

I forgive most of the fumbling in this 
because I know what Clark is capable of in 
shorter fiction (especially the expertly-han-
dled alternative history of Ring Shout). I have 
a lot of confidence that his next novel project 
will have learned and moved past the awk-
wardness of A Master of Djinn.

 – Phoenix SIMMS



The GHOSTS of HANLEY HOUSE – Ever 
wonder what it would look like if Herk Harvey 
had directed House on Haunted Hill? It may 
surprise you to learn that there is an answer.

It comes in the form of an ultra low budget 
film from 1968 called Ghosts of Hanley House. 
Don’t be surprised if you haven’t heard of this 
little movie. It’s not an easy one to find (though 
as of this writing it’s currently on Tubi) and 
it’s not particularly good. But horror fans of 
a certain proclivity will find a delicious spell 
to fall under.

The movie starts with a bet between a 
supernatural skeptic and a believer and very 
slowly descends into an ill-formed mystery 
that never quite adds up. The actors aren’t 
especially good. The hauntings don’t line up 
with the crime that caused them. And there is 
a “Gothic 101” emphasis on the house itself at 
the cost of everything else.

But, much like Carnival of Souls before it, 
the slip-shod quality of the movie blossoms 

into a surreal exercise in nightmare logic. The 
bad acting sells the notion that we’re watch-
ing real people stuck in a bad situation. The 
hauntings feature a little bit of every tradi-
tional scary sound you can imagine and it 
becomes overwhelming and throws off every-
one listening. Everything is so overwrought 
there’s almost a Dark Shadows-style luxuri-
ance to the whole affair, a dark alchemy that 
makes the viewer want to bask in the sounds 
and the unseen and the torment.

 Some will watch this movie and see a slow-
motion train to nowhere. Some will watch 
this move and see a dark mirror where sins 
are paid for only after the innocent suffer 
along with the guilty in a world that is very 
pretty, but doesn’t make much sense. Perhaps 
because if the world of ghost-haunted Hanley 
House made sense, we’d be too uncomfortable 
with how much that world looked like ours.

– Dominique Lamssies

MOV I E S



MOV I E S

NAUSICAÄ of the VALLEY of the WIND – 
I imagine most people go with Princess Mono-
noke or Spirited Away as their favorite Studio 
Ghibli film, and that makes sense because 
they’re both fantastic, but for me it’s always 
been Nausicaä.

Maybe it’s the bleak but also lush, vibrant and 
even hopeful “post-apocalyptic” world? Maybe 
it’s the overarching theme of humans needing 
to stop being assholes and start taking care of 
the planet (kind of a constant for Ghibli mov-
ies, really)? Maybe it’s Nausicaä herself because 
she’s kind of a happy-go-lucky boisterous 
badass?

All I know is that even though it came out 
almost 40 years ago, it’s the one that both speaks 
to me and keeps me invested the most.

Oh, and Nausicaä’s little squirrel-fox thing. 
There’s also that.

– Rob Rich

SEEDPEOPLE – What if Full Moon Features 
had made Invasion of the Body Snatchers?

It would have had a lot more gloppy rubber 
monsters, you can be sure of that!

– Orrin Grey

AVP: ALIEN VS. PREDATOR – All my life, 
I’ve had to listen to people decry, defame, 
and denounce 2004’s AVP. Upon recent 
rewatch, I declare: middle school Trevor has 
always been right. The movie (not film, but 
movie) whips; literally. You can’t tell me the 
xenomorph whipping acidic blood from the 
end of its severed tail in gratuitous, post-
Matrix slow motion wasn’t a serve. Predators 
as Ancient Aliens-esque deities who helped 
build the ever-reconfiguring pyramids as 
hunting grounds? I’m hooting and hollering. 
The xenomorph queen rampaging through 
Antarctica in pursuit of Sanaa Lathan not 
only passes the Bechdel Test, but is no less 
ridiculous than the queen in Aliens calmly 
operating an elevator in pursuit of Ripley. 
Sanaa Lathan should’ve gone on to dominate 
as an action star, by the way. Wielding a xen-
omorph head as a shield against their blood?! 
You can’t tell me shit about this movie. The 
sequel was also a hoot; learn how to have fun.  

– Trevor Richardson



T E L EV I S IO N

The BACHELORETTE – This season, The 
Bachelorette decided to shake things up in 
perhaps the least interesting way you could 
do so – instead of one Bachelorette, they had 
two. The women were an odd pairing – billed 
as friends, they barely seemed to tolerate each 
other. Their only commonality seemed to 
be that they had been on a previous season 
together, and this didn’t manifest sisterhood 
so much as the energy of stereotypical soror-
ity sisters. Their existence also highlighted the 
seams in The Bachelorette. 

2022’s Bachelorette was one of the most 
miserable shows I’ve watched to completion – 
hours of crying and imposter syndrome over-
laid with a relative army of indistinguishable 
men. There’s a meta to this show, it has its own 
jargon and expectations, and attendees who 
don’t abide by that kayfabe are rejected as being 
inauthentic because they point to the bright 
lights and makeup tents and say “hey, maybe 
this isn’t the most genuine way to fall in love.” 

The women were pitted against each other, 
their time with potential suitors bizarre and 

disjointed – one of the first “one-on-one 
dates” was a movie premiere where they sat 
through a slideshow of each other’s childhood 
images, another a sound cleansing with the 
Bachelorette’s grandfather in attendance – 
and frequently one of the contestants would 
sob over how “no one was there for her” with 
the camera cutting between her and the 10-15 
suitors she had just blown off for a group date. 
These shows are peak toxic non-monogamy, 
and deeply antithetical to a show that seems 
to pride itself on romance. 

It is, of course, a lie. On one of the lauded 
fantasy suite dates – a time for private, inti-
mate encounters – one of the men returns 
absolutely shaking, near tears by his encoun-
ter. He can’t even explain what was wrong, 
except that it completely shattered the illu-
sion. And that, more than anything, is this 
season of The Bachelorette – a thin veneer of 
romance over the ragged truth of reality tele-
vision dating. 

– Amanda Hudgins



T E L EV I S IO N

16 and PREGNANT – In an adoption meet-
ing, my social worker told me that 16 and 
Pregnant made every teenage girl think hav-
ing a kid was cool and it made me rewatch 
the show to see what I had missed. Truth-
fully, nothing. 16 and Pregnant is a show 
about how everything your health teacher 
told you in high school was true – having a 
kid at 16 will derail your life, your prospects 
will get substantially worse and your partner 
will leave you.

– AMANDA HUDGINS

BEE and PUPPYCAT – It’s an interesting 
thing to discover something as an adult that 
was first popular when you were a teen. It’s 
something else to discover that the thing is 
actually incredible. Bee and Puppycat is a 
magical girl story in which the protagonist 
gets fired from her job and does temp work 
in space with a half-dog, half-cat voiced by a 
vocaloid. It’s lushly beautiful and endearingly 
weird, like its cartoon partners of the 2010s 
(Over the Garden Wall, Gravity Falls). And 
it’s not afraid to get serious about the reali-
ties of temp work, even if it does take place 
in outer space.

– Emily Price

DEAD END: PARANORMAL PARK – For fans 
of Heartstopper and Gravity Falls, Dead End is 
a refreshing animated show about a two teen-
agers and a talking dog getting dragged into 
supernatural hijinks at a cursed theme park 
and learning about who they are along the 
way. There’s some nuanced representation 
of trans identity, anxiety and learning how 
to communicate better with your loved ones 
here that make it worth a watch. The season 
feels a bit like a very extended pilot episode, so 
your mileage may vary. But overall the show 
has a lot of potential. Plus, if you’re a Fall Out 
Boy fan, ex-lead singer Patrick Stump com-
posed a musical for the penultimate episode 
“The Phantom of the Theme Park.”

– PHoenix Simms



GA M E S

ELDEN RING – For many, Elden Ring is a tale 
of loneliness and stress, where the successes 
rarely outweigh the failures.

Throughout Elden Ring, you carve your way 
through the world, destroying bosses, finding 
secrets and deciphering the somewhat con-
fusing plot. Occasionally you will come across 
characters who will provide you with a quest 
or explain some lore, breaking up the empti-
ness of the world somewhat. More often, how-
ever, you are completely alone.

Luckily, my experience was quite different. 
Much of my journey through Elden Ring was 
spent with my fiancée, laughing as we faced 
the many threats together. 

At this point it’s interesting to note that 
before Elden Ring, my fiancée wasn’t exactly a 
fan of From Software games. Her only previ-
ous experience with their work was playing an 
hour of Bloodbourne at my request. An hour 
which – I cannot stress enough – caused her 
much upset and annoyance throughout. Suf-
fice to say, I had no expectations of her ever 
picking up a From Software game again.

Due to this, it was a wonderful surprise 
when she told me how excited she was about 
Elden Ring. 

She was so excited, in fact, that she actu-
ally bought a copy before me. An extremely 
welcome surprise, given how much I wanted 
to play this game. But how exactly did this 

mutual excitement lead to our semi co-op 
Elden Ring experience? Well, in short, after 
playing for several hours, my fiancée got very 
annoyed.

Now to give her credit, she did get quite far 
into Elden Ring before the annoyance truly 
set in. In fact, she defeated early bosses like 
the Tree Sentinel and Margit at level 20, with-
out upgrading a single weapon. Something 
which, fans of Elden Ring will know, is very 
impressive for a first-time player. Following 
this amazing feat, however, she got stuck. 

No matter what she did, enemies were 
killing her in one hit while her attacks were 
barely leaving a scratch on them. She was feel-
ing very deflated and unsure how to go for-
ward with the game. 

Knowing I had experience with games of 
this style, she handed me the controller and 
I set off to upgrade her rather disappoint-
ing equipment as best I could. After said 
upgrades, she was finally ready to face her 
next big boss. She took the controller, entered 
into the boss arena, drew her newly upgraded 
sword . . . and died almost instantly. 

At this point, with a small sigh, she asked 
me to give the boss a try. Whether she did this 
so she could laugh at me dying, or she felt I 
actually had a better chance at beating the 
boss, things have stayed much the same ever 
since.



GA M E S

We take turns on bosses, collect upgrade 
materials, level up our shared character and 
basically have a great time working together. 
It’s simply wonderful, and a fantastic, totally 
unexpected way to connect as a couple. In 
the end, it confirms something I have always 
known: We’re better together.

– CONNOR QUEEN

A PET SHOP AFTER DARK – npckc’s (A Year 
of Springs, Tomato Clinic, A Tavern for Tea) 
new game is a point and click adventure 
about a very normal pet shop. It’s cool to 
see npckc flex some puzzle muscles, and the 
game makes you explore your hard drive a 
bit in a fun way. There’s a scary telephone in a 
hidden room, invisible pets and just a regular 
retail job. Nothing to see here. 

– CAroline Delbert

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES: The COW-

ABUNGA COLLECTION – These games hold 
up remarkably well after so many years. The 
majority came out back in the early nineties, 
meaning that you could justifiably give them 
slack for being rough around the edges, but 
they seem like they could have been released 
yesterday.

– Justin Reeve

RECORD of LODOSS WAR: DEEDLIT in WON-

DER LABYRINTH – Pretty much the first 
anime I ever bought with my own money 
was Record of Lodoss War on VHS. Probably 
my favorite videogame of all time is Castleva-
nia: Symphony of the Night. Turns out, they’re 
two great tastes that taste great together!

– ORRIN GREY

(continued from previous page)
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The fog seems like it’s cov-
ering everything, but it 
only extends to about 12 
feet from the ground. U

Celestial signs interpreted by Don Everhart


